
FALL 2021: ITALIAN COURSES AT UW-MADISON 
 

Why enroll in Italian courses? Because you are ready to… 
Þ Enrich your knowledge of Italian literature, language, history, and culture.  
Þ Get closer to completing a Major in Italian or Certificate in Italian.  
Þ Get closer to completion of your double major or European Certificate. 
Þ Improve your speaking, reading, listening, and writing skills.  
Þ Satisfy requirements for study abroad options. 
Þ For a complete list, visit https://frit.wisc.edu/courses/italian 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES 
 
IT 230, Modern Italian Culture is a survey of Italian history, art, music, politics, and popular culture of the 20th-21st centuries. Counts toward the Italian major and 
Italian certificate. T-Th 1:00-2:15. Prof. Menechella gmeneche@wisc.edu 
 
IT 311, Advanced Italian Language is a 3-credit course conducted in Italian that focuses on the development of accurate and nuanced capacity for expression in 
Italian and for understanding the spoken and written language.  The course will also address Italian phonetics to develop accurate pronunciation. Prerequisites: 
Italian 204 or consent of instructor. Counts toward the Italian major and Italian certificate. MWF 12:05-12:55 p.m. Dr. Eadie eadie@wisc.edu 
 
IT 321, Studies in Italian Literature and Culture I is a 3-credit course that will deal with the literary and ideological movements of the Medieval and Renaissance 
periods (XIII-XVI centuries). It will focus on selected authors (Dante, Petrarca, Boccaccio, Ariosto, Machiavelli) and specific genres (poetry, short story, epic poem, 
political treatise) with emphasis on the cultural context. Students will learn how to perform close textual analysis in order to identify the aesthetic and the cultural 
dimensions of literature. Prerequisites- IT202 or 204.  Counts toward the Italian major and Italian certificate. T-Th 11:00-12:15. Prof. Buccini sbuccini@wisc.edu  
 
ITALIAN 365 / POLITICAL SCIENCE 365 /ILS 365 / LIT TRANS 365, MACHIAVELLI AND HIS WORLD. Machiavelli: Imperialist or pacifist? Patriot or mercenary? Poet or 
scientist? This course introduces students to the major works of Machiavelli through the close reading and discussion of his writings in their cultural and historical 
contexts. Students will deepen their understanding of the controversies surrounding Machiavelli’s Prince and other works by considering literary, historical, 
political, and artistic points of view with the aim of articulating the complexities of his political thought. Counts toward the Italian major and Italian certificate. M-
W 11:00-11:50 + discussion session on Th/Fr. Professor Phillips-Court phillipscour@wisc.edu  
 
Italian 452: History of Italian-American Cinema is a 3-credit Survey of Italian American Cinema and Television, from the Early Cinema to the present. Films and TV 
programs engaging with the Italian American Experience will be studied within the cultural, historical, literary and ethnic contexts of North America. Films studied 
include: The Godfather, Mean Streets, Rocky, Goodfellas, Household Saints, Big Night, Do the Right Thing, The Sopranos. Counts toward the Italian major and 
Italian certificate. T-Th 2:30-3:45. Prof. Rumble parumble@wisc.edu 

 
LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION COURSES 
 
Lit Trans 254, Literature of Modern Italy: Existentialism, Fascism, Resistance is a 3-credit course conducted in English. It is a survey of 20th-Century Italian fiction 
and literary movements in cultural and political context.  Major authors include Palazzeschi, Levi, Vittorini, Maraini and others. Prerequisites- So st. Elective for the 
Italian certificate.  T-Th 11:00-11:50 + discussion session on Th/Fr. Prof. Rumble parumble@wisc.edu 
 
Lit Trans/Medieval 255, Boccaccio’s Decameron -"Black Death and Medieval Life". This is a COMM-B course. Has the Coronavirus pandemic made you wonder how 
it was to live during the Black Death? What was society like in the Middle Ages? How did these people lay foundation of today’s society we live in? We will ask and 
answer these questions with Giovanni Boccaccio’s Decameron, a text that will make us both laugh and cry. We will investigate literature, art, pop culture, music, 
politics, religion, interpersonal and transcultural relations, warfare, fashion, gender roles, and everyday life of our medieval and early modern ancestors. T-Th 1:00-
2:15. Elective for the Italian certificate. Prof. Todorovic jtodorovic@wisc.edu 
 
Lit Trans 260, Italy and the Invention of America. This 3-credit course will explore the central role played by Italy in the Western European vision of the Americas 
from Columbus' voyages to World War II. Students will have the opportunity to deepen their understanding of a broad variety of works from the late 1500s through 
the 1950s. Lit Trans 260 provides students with or without an Italian heritage with a unique opportunity to revisit the issue of cultural identity through literary, 
historical and visual texts. T-Th 9:30-10:45 a.m. Elective for the Italian certificate. Prof. Buccini sbuccini@wisc.edu 
 
Lit Trans 410, Food Cultures of Italy. This is a FIG course open to first-year students only. It focuses on the history of Italian food cultures from the end of the 
nineteenth century to the present. Readings include fiction, cookbooks, and history. Elective for the Italian certificate. T-Th 11:00-12:15. Prof. Menechella 
gmeneche@wisc.edu 
 
Lit Trans 410, National Identity in the Age of Globalization: the Italian Case. What is a national identity in the context of the fluid globalized world in which we live? 
How are identities affected by big migratory waves within the same country and, more importantly, from one country or continent to another? The Italian case is 
one of the many in the so-called Western world that can help us to monitor the possible answers to these questions. Elective for the Italian certificate.  MWF 11-
11:50am. Professor Livorni elivorni@wisc.edu 
 
GRADUATE COURSES 
 
IT 623, Teatro. This course surveys the major works of 15th- and 16th-century dramatic literature in its various forms: pastoral, comedy, tragedy, and sacred drama. 
Examination of the Classical (Greco-Roman) and medieval (liturgical) roots of Italian Renaissance drama and its later permutations.  Close reading of plays with 
consideration of the courtly, academic/intellectual, and popular environments that produced them. T 4:00-6:30pm. Professor Phillips-Court phillipscour@wisc.edu 
 
IT631, Italian Romanticism. The course will focus on the three major figures of Italian Romantic literature: Ugo Foscolo, Alessandro Manzoni, and Giacomo 
Leopardi. Although the three authors are not Tuscan, let alone Florentine, they all forged their main works referring to Tuscan and Florentine landscape and history 
(especially Foscolo) and language (especially Manzoni, to a lesser extent Leopardi). M 4:00-6:30pm. Professor Livorni elivorni@wisc.edu 
 
IT821, College Teaching of Italian. Taught in conjunction with French 820, Italian 821 familiarizes new language instructors with key concepts of communicative, 
literacy-oriented language teaching and related techniques for classroom instruction of French/Italian. F 10:00-12:00. Prof. Eadie eadie@wisc.edu  
 
IT 951, Seminar in Italian Literature: Circulation and Reception of Dante’s Texts. This course is for graduate students only. It will focus on various editions of 
Dante’s texts in manuscript, print, and digital forms. R 4:00-6:00 p.m. Prof. Todorovic jtodorovic@wisc.edu 


